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Introduction:
Whitening and replacement crown UL1. After looking at the photos today, I wish I hadn’t 

cemented it! Is the grayness the wrong shade, the wrong material choice, wrong prep or a bit of 
everything?

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion:
The patient was happy, but I think I’ll be cutting this off in the near future. No doubt 

somebody will mention the grayness to her. The contours and texture look fine, I think. I’m 
struggling with why two materials and two shades both have the same wrong appearance and 
don’t want to make the same error a third time. A really good PFM next time? n

Wrong Shade, Wrong Material, 
Badly Done, Or All Three?
A Townie asks for assistance in improving the aesthetics of a crown recently redone

5/23/2019

Pre-op. Dislikes dark line around crown, 
shape of crown and overall color.

Post-whitening.

Stump after removing 
old PFM crown.

First try. Monolithic zirconia OM3. Looked too bright but also 
grayish. Back to lab; decided after some discussion to go PFZ B1.

 
Second try. PFZ B1. Looked good, I thought, 
until I looked back at the photos.

Second try. PFZ B1.
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For all single centrals in my office, the patient goes to the lab, they take photos, and the person 
making the crown takes the shade and draws diagrams and selects the material. Your tooth prepa-
ration needs to be passively just under tissue to eliminate the dark corona at the gingival margin. 
A single strand of retraction cord is placed, left in place for a few minutes. Once the tissue is away 
from the tooth, the cord is removed and the margin is carefully dropped below this level—keeping 
in mind that each operative procedure results in ½mm of gum recession. Good luck! n

The first problem is trying to match freshly bleached teeth—it’s near impossible! The first 
crown, the FCZ looked much better at the margin than the PFZ. Apparently the lab used a 
translucent zirconia rather than an opaque zirconia. It appears to me that the dark stump must 
be blocked out, so you have to use PFM, opaque PFZ or FCZ.

I would suggest using the first crown, the OM1 FCZ. The lab should be able to correct the 
shade with surface stain fairly easily. n

Incorrect ingot selection. n

Thanks for your thoughts. Matt, could you expand on that? I usually just send some shade 
photos, including one of the prep color. Do you request a specific ingot? Or just a general level of 
opacity? Relying on the lab to guess for me obviously wasn’t the way to do it. n

You have a dark stump. Your options to block it are to do it with a direct composite core and 
have a crown with minimal thickness (0.5mm) made out of a translucent material. The other 
option is to use a more opaque material for crown fabrication. 

Your lab used a translucent material, which dropped in value because of the thickness (glass 
effect). The other thing to consider is that you have a fairly high-value, opaque tooth to match. 
Had your tech used an LT e.Max ingot, for example, the result probably would have been 
significantly better. n

BruxZir Esthetic crown. It’s monolithic, so no shine-through, but more translucent than 
traditional full-zirconia crowns. Problem solved. I think contour is nice, actually; lab did a good 
job mirroring the other central incisor. Cement with Ketac or FujiCem. n

The full conversation is on Dentaltown.com
The message boards are a great way for Townies to share their cases and receive 
(or give!) helpful advice. To read this entire message board, go to dentaltown.com 
and under message boards, search “Wrong Shade.”
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